Increase the security posture of your digital estate

Security Advisory Services (SAS)

Are you struggling with the disruption that cloud services are bringing to your organization? Across every industry, traditional approaches to evolving people, processes, and technology are colliding with security, risk management, and compliance. Digital Transformation can only succeed when these are aligned to be resilient and sustainable.

Security Advisory Services (SAS) from Microsoft Industry Solutions uses an iterative risk-based approach to help make your entire digital estate more secure while also providing experienced trusted security advice during this evolution.

Outcomes

Cybersecurity Strategy
Leverage Microsoft’s security expertise to better align your approach with organizational goals, corporate strategy, and risk tolerance.

Security Architecture & Roadmap
Translate your security operations strategy into a holistic plan using industry-specific security architecture and an actionable roadmap.

Security Transformation Governance
Benefit from Microsoft experience, knowledge, and recommended practices as we provide you with the architectural oversight and cybersecurity guidance you need to transform securely.

Who needs SAS?

You want Microsoft to take an active role in your strategic security decisions
We are committed to helping your organization improve the security of your entire digital estate, with a risk-based approach that provides your organization with methods and learnings that helps you deal with threats much more efficiently.

You see Microsoft as a long-term strategic security partner
We will serve as a long-term strategic security partner and trusted advisor, assisting you on your digital transformation journey, even when other security partners are already involved.

You want to maximize your existing investment in Microsoft technology capabilities
Whether you have already invested in or are thinking of investing in Microsoft’s technology capabilities and want to maximize your investment in a multi-cloud environment, we will provide advice on cybersecurity and recommended practices based on experience across various industries and from other large security engagements.
## Cybersecurity Strategy

- Understand your organization’s goals, strategy, risk tolerance, and your transformation & cybersecurity strategies.
- Help you envision a cybersecurity strategy that aligns with your organization’s strategic direction & priorities.

## Security Architecture & Roadmap

- Translate your cybersecurity strategy—*including for your security operations*—into a security transformation plan.
- Create a high-level security architecture based on *Zero Trust Principles*.
- Plan an actionable roadmap.

## Security Transformation & Governance

- Provide architecture oversight & governance.
- Support continuous cybersecurity guidance with innovations & insights based on Microsoft experience, knowledge, and recommended practices.

### Timeline

- **Cybersecurity Strategy**: 6 weeks
- **Security Architecture & Roadmap**: 13 weeks
- **Security Transformation & Governance**: 2 or more weeks

## Capabilities

### Aspire & Align

**Threats are always evolving, and it’s important that your security does too.** We’ll help you better understand today’s threat landscape, and guide you in the right direction, making sure that your security investments align with your goals.

### Realize Value

**You’ll get more value out of the security investments you’ve already made and gain a strategic understanding of where to make your next cybersecurity investments with the help of Microsoft security experts.**

### Reduce Uncertainty & Risk

**You’ll be able to reduce risks more effectively for your organization using the expertise of Microsoft security experts to prioritize which cybersecurity investments to make.**

## Additional information

**SAS is flexible-by-design** when it comes to industry focus and specific security capabilities such as—but not limited to—Zero Trust Security, multi-cloud security, OT/IoT security, SOC Modernization, Mergers & Acquisitions, or strategic recovery after a breach. SAS can also serve as your security foundation for large industry-specific digital transformation initiatives.

**Next Steps** Learn more about creating an effective cyber defense strategy and mitigating risk by contacting your Industry Solutions representative or by visiting [https://www.microsoft.com/security/business/services/microsoft-security-services-modernization](https://www.microsoft.com/security/business/services/microsoft-security-services-modernization)